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a detailed requirements analysis, the data model is defined using an object-oriented design notation and the
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structures. 
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1 Introduction and Motivation

    An ever increasing number of enterprises is using digital media like online web servers or offline CD-ROMs as part
of their communication with (potential) customers. Interactive digital communication media have the potential to close
the gap between two extreme communication modes. One extreme is the direct, one-to-one conversation between an
individual customer and a well-trained sales person. The other extreme is the mass distribution of anonymous
information to the customer via broadcast media like advertisements, product fact sheets or product catalogs. 
   In this paper we present a generic data, language and system model for interactive (online or offline) product
catalogs that act as active assistants to help customers find items (products, services, information resources)
matching their very personal interests and preferences. In particular, the system is capable of establishing and
sustaining a long-term customer relationship which may lead to a valuable learning process involving customers,
catalog maintainer and information providers. 
    We chose to name this model and system PIA (personal information assistant) emphasizing the active role of the
system, driving a conversation from an initial (fuzzy) customer request towards a detailed mutual understanding of the
(mis-)match between the customer’s personal preferences and the available corporate services and products. This
should be seen in contrast to a more traditional data-centered view of such product cataloges as index structures or
search engines. 
    As a consequence, our work focuses on those objects and algorithms that are visible from the catalog users’
persepective (customers, maintainers and providers) and that are relevant for the long-term cooperation between
these users taking into account the inevitable evolution of customer interests and of the catalog contents and
organization. At the present stage of our work, we are less interested in identifying a restricted query language with
strict algebraic properties which can be exploited for clever query optimization, but we prefer to provide customers with
a rich (but formally defined) language of predicates and connectives for the interaction with the catalog which can also
help the catalog maintainer and the information provider to learn from these customer needs. 
    In this paper, we abstract from the specific terminology used in particular application domains (business, trade,
library management, knowledge management, etc.) and focus on the strong commmonalities in the information
structures and interaction pattterns with catalogs in these domains. We therefore talk generically of a catalog of items
with properties. The catalog items do not need to be physical objects described by numeric or discrete values, they
can as well be service descriptions (trips offered by a travel agency, financial and insurance services, ...) or
descriptions of information resources (bibliographic data, news articles, image descriptors, software components, ...).
Each property of an item is defined by a value for an attribute. An attribute is associated with a domain which can be a
numeric, a discrete, a full-text or a special-purpose domain defined by the catalog maintainer. A customer expresses
his/her interest interactively as alternatives, each of which combines several criteria. Each criterion is expressed by a
parameterized predicate on a single attribute. 
    Our model is designed to be applicable to a rather homogeneous product catalog of a single producer (e.g., all cars
produced by BMW, all books published by Springer) but also to a heterogeneous catalog integrating diverse products
of many providers with no common property schema (e.g., all products at Harrods in London, all documents in a
library). 
    An important assumption of our work is the fact that PIA only provides decision support for a customer. Therefore,
we do not have to take into account the difficult problem of decision making based on fuzzy requirements and partial
information. 
    The main contributions of our work presented in this paper are 

the conceptualization and formalization of the generic objects and cooperative processes involved (like interest,
alternative, criterion, attribute, domain, score, offer, decision, notification etc.), as described in Chapter 2 and in
Chapter 3, 
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the conceptualizition and formalization of generalized fuzzy query operators in a query language which permits
combined similarity queries ranging over numeric, discrete and full-text domains and also supporting
semi-structured data objects (see Chapter 4) 
the identification of supporting (commercially available) technologies and their consistent integration in an overall
system architecture with well-defined component interfaces, demonstrated by a prototypical PIA implementation
with an elaborate interactive front-end (see Chapter 5). 

2 User Groups of Personal Information Assistents and their
Requirements

As explained in the introduction, we can distinguish three classes of cooperating actors interacting with PIA:
Customers approach the system to easily find products best suited for their interests. Providers employ the system
as a show-case or electronic marketplace, publishing information on the products they offer. Maintainers act as
mediators, keeping the catalog in a form that supports a long-term provider-customer relationship. 
    The goals of a customer are 

to gain an understanding of the items in the catalog and their properties by browsing, inspecting individual items,
asking for representative samples, viewing summaries or ranked lists according to his/her personal criteria,  
to refine incrementally his/her personal interests from initial fuzzy qualitative requirements to more detailed
quantitative criteria possibly structured into decision alternatives, 
to obtain specific offers from the provider taking into account his/her personal preferences, 
to decide on follow-up actions involving the matching items (buy a product, request a service, make use of a
piece of information, enter a negotiation process using a different communication media, request notifications on
new similar items becoming available in the future), 
to be able to return at a later point in time and to easily resume a previous interaction with the assistant and
being recognized as an individual customer with a particular past conversation history. 

    The goals of a provider are 

to clearly arrange all items available, being able to capture and emphasize their diversity and not being forced to
fit them into a rigid common property schema, 
to provide multiple access paths to the same item in order to give the customer maximum freedom in his/her
decision process, 
to learn from and to recall the personal interests of individual customers, 
to identify and to quantify larger customer groups with shared preferences or interests, 
to learn from the reactions of customers to offers made.  

    The goals of a catalog maintainer are 

to integrate information from multiple providers, 
to detect and to resolve mismatches in attribute names, mesasuring units, or in the terminology used by multiple
providers, 
to accomodate the evolution of domains, attributes and properties over time, with minimal disruption of existing
customer relationships, 
to develop and enforce a consistent terminology for a smooth communication between customers and providers. 

3 Design of a Generic Object Model for Personal Information Assistants

Our model makes use of two complementary formalisms: First, the central semantic concepts like customer interest,
criterion, item or property are represented as objects in an object-oriented data model. They can be mapped to values
in (standard relational) databases, copied as strctured values across the network and be associated with each other.
We use the unified modeling language UML [FoSc97] and the standardized base types of Java to formally describe
the static semantics of the PIA model. The following table links the sections of this text with the respective part of the
UML static object model in Fig. 1 which they explain. 
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Model Aspect Description Area in Fig. 1

Catalog users and their roles Sec. 3.1 top

Information supplied by
providers 

Sec. 3.2 right

Common language of
customers and providers 

Sec. 3.3 bottom

Customer interests Sec. 3.4 left

Mutual understanding
achieved through the
interaction with the catalog 

Sec. 3.5 center

   The dynamic semantics of the model relies heavily on fuzzy set theory [Zade65,Gott93], as a second formalism
employed in our work. For example, an interest i is formalized as a matching method i.score() which assigns a score
(a real number from the interval [0,1]) to a given item. A score of 1 expresses a perfect match while a score of 0 is
assigned to items that are irrelevant w.r.t. to this interest. 

 

Figure 1: Overview of the PIA object model

3.1 Modeling the Catalog Users

The top of Figure 1 is a description of the three classes of actors cooperating with a PIA. Customer, Maintainer and
Provider are subclasses of a common superclass Actor. A standard login procedure can be used to authorize and to
identifiy maintainers and providers. However, immediate identification of customers may not be desirable and can be
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delayed until a later conversation phase, for example, when a subscription request is issued by a customer with a
personal e-mail address. At the beginning of an anonymous interactive session, a new customer profile is created that
can be merged with another customer profile, as soon as the identity of the customer can be determined (method
mergeWith of class customer). 

3.2 Modeling the Catalog Contents

A PIA catalog is a collection of items (see classes on the right of Fig. 1). For communication purposes between
customer, provider and maintainer, each item has to be assigned a printable unique catalogID. In practice, the choice
of a naming scheme for catalog items is very important for the long-term evolution of the catalog (e.g., to identify
sucessive versions of a product), but in the examples of this paper, simple integer numbers will be used. 
    An item in the catalog does not need to capture all properties of an item but there may be further information on the
item itself available elsewhere. In PIA, an attribute details is provided by objects of class item which can hold the URL
of further information sources. This URL can also reference the item itself in case it is a purley digital artifact (a
document, a piece of software, or a digital image). 

In PIA, each item is described by a set of properties. A property is a pair consisting of an attribute and a value, for
example: 

(1345, { (product name, BMW 328i), (product category, sports car), 
  (price, (30000, USD)), (average fuel consumption, (11 l/100km)), 
  (maximum speed, (230 km/h)), (SRS, present), (GPS, optional), ...}) 

    In PIA, each attribute is identified by its name (e.g., SRS) and may have an optional link (URL) to a detailed
description of the semantics of the attribute. For example, it should be explained what a SRS is or what measuring
technique is used to determine the fuel consumption of a car, etc. Such descriptions play a central role in
conversations between customers and sales persons. They contribute significantly to the customer’s learning process
and help her/him to get acquainted with the interactive catalog. 

Each attribute is based on a domain that defines the universe of values available for the attribute and a set of
predicates defined on values of the universe. Multiple attributes may share the same domain (e.g., average fuel
consumption and fuel consumption for city traffic are both based on the domain VolumePerLength). 

In our model, the product category of an item is defined as a regular property of the item. In particular, there is no
typing or schema enforced on items of a certain product category. As a consequence, an information provider is free
to attach arbitrary properties to an item or to omit properties for attributes where the values are unknown, unspecified,
or simply not favorable. For example, this is an alternative description of the item introduces above which describes
another property of this item but that is less precise in the definition of other properties. 

(1346, { (product name, BMW), (product category, car), 
  (maximum speed, (230 km/h)), (SRS, present), (weight, (1880 kg))}) 
  

3.3 Modeling Domains and Values

Despite the lack of schema constraints for product attributes, PIA enforces a large number of constraints on domains
and values which are essential for the consistency and usability of the catalog. Domains and values exist indepent of
concrete items, they define possible properties and they constitute the common language for the communication
between customer and provider. The maintenance of domains and their associated objects (measuring units, discrete
values, predicates, similarity functions etc.; see bottom of Fig. 1) is the task of the catalog maintainer. 

Each domain has a unique name in the catalog and provides a newValue method which is similar to a constructor in
object-oriented programming languages. The method returns a value of the domain identified by a textual description
passed as an argument to the method. Such a value-identifying string is called a literal in programming language
terminology and is required in PIA to convert textual descriptions submitted by customers, maintainers and providers
into internal value representations supporting efficient storage and retrieval. For example, the domain fuel
consumption defines a method newValue which given the string "12.3 l/100 km" returns a value that represents a fuel
consumption of 12.3 liters per 100 kilometers. 

PIA distinguishes three built-in classes of domains with distinct value representation. A concrete catalog assistant built
with PIA contains a large number of domains each of which belongs to one of these three classes and has been
defined and customized interactively by the catalog maintainer. 

A Numeric Domain describes numeric values represented internally as floating point numbers. A numeric
domain may impose a (fixed) upper or lower bound on the admissible values. A numeric domain d can either
describe ordinal numbers (d.isOrdinal, like the number of seats in a car) or it contains values that describe
quantitative properties of items (like their length or their speed) which are expressed using a measuring unit
(centimeter, inch, hour, second). Therefore, each numeric domain is associated with exactly one measuring unit
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(e.g. miles per hour). This unit can be regarded as a kind of reference unit for all other measuring units that
measure the same physical phenomenon (e.g. meters per second or kilometers per hour). Values for a numeric
domain expressed in these derived measuring units are converted by PIA via a sequence of offset and factor
calculations involving intermediate measuring units to the desired reference unit. 

 

Figure 2: The object model for numeric values and their domains

The detailed modeling of measuring units as depicted in Fig. 2 is motivated by the requirement to allow
customers and providers to work with their preferred measuring units and to also provide active assistance
during interactive user input. Note that all numeric values in PIA are assumed to be exact values. This is
motivated by the observation that customers faced with a decision problem are interested in hard figures and that
fuzzy values can easily be characterized by a combination of exact figures (e.g., median, mean, standard
derivation, maximum, minimum) stored in the catalog. PIA as a generic system comes pre-populated with a
number of predefined physical and technical domains with measuring units according to the SI (Système
International d'Unités). 
  
A Discrete Domain consists of a finite number of discrete values repesented by literals (or by aggreed-upon
iconic visual representations), for example: 

Equipment Status = {present, optional, not applicable} 
Country = {USA, Japan, Canada, Germany, France, Italy, ...} 
TV Norm = {PAL, Secam, NTSC} 
  
In many cases, discrete values used by providers and customers describe overlapping concepts and over time
the set of discrete values evolves, including specialization and generalization of individual concepts. For the
purpose of catalogs, it is therefore highly desirable to be able to arrange the discrete values in a single rooted
tree such that the children of a discrete value specialize the concept of its parent. 

Country = (Any Country, { (North American Country, {Canada, USA, ...}), 
                (Middle American Country, { ... }), 
                (South American Country, { ... }), 
                (Asian Country { Japan, ...}), 
                (European Country, {Germany, France, Italy, ...}), ...}) 
TV Norm = (Any TV Norm, { 
                (PAL, { PAL B/G, PAL I, PAL L}), 
                (Secam, {Secam B/G, Secam D/K, Secam L}), 
                (NTSC, {...})} 
The root of the hierarchy and the other inner nodes of the tree can be used by customers and providers as
property values to denote approximations of existing values or discrete values not (yet) added to the domain by
the catalog maintainer (e.g. after the release of a new PAL TV norm). This is again an example for a learning
process where the catalog maintainer depends crucially on input (in this case notifications about exceptional
values) from customers and providers to decide on ways how to improve the catalog. 

  
A Full-Text Domain consists of full-text values with no further restriction on the contents of these strings. A
catalog may feature distinct full-text domains to distinguish string values expressed in different languages (e.g. in
English or in German). Strings and their domains are modeled as subclasses FullTextValue and FullTextDomain
of the PIA classes Value and Domain, respectively (compare Fig. 1). 
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There is a tradeoff between the use of full-text domains and the use of discrete domains since the maintenance
of a set of discrete values puts a burden on the catalog maintainer and the information providers who have to
agree on this common vocabulary. On the other hand, customers are eager to gain a deeper understanding of
the search space which is better supported by the organized structure provided by discrete domains. A run-time
conversion (evolution) of a catalog domain from a full-text to a discrete domain and vice versa should therefore
be supported. 

   For specific product catalogs, it may also be necessary to define additional refined domains, for example, to describe
the domain of person name. By appropriate subclassing of the classes FullTextDomain, FullTextValue and
FullTextPredicate, a catalog builder can choose a canonical internal representation for person names and can define
specific predicates on person names (is similar to, sounds like, has family name, has first name, has low edit distance
[xx]). Other examples of special-purpose domains are dates of the gregorian calendar or longitude/latitude coordinates
on the globe. 
  The concept of domains could also be extended to support set-valued domains (colorset is a set of color) and
aggregate domains (address is an aggregate of street, number, and address) by an appropriate subclassing of the
classes domain and value to introduce set and record type and value constructors, respectively. This extension would
lead to an orthogonal type system where type constructors can be nested to arbitrary depth (e.g. to define sets of
records with set attributes). However, this generalization would add significant complexity to the model and its
implementation which does not seem to be compensated by a corresponding increase in expressiveness. 
  

3.4 Modeling Customer Interests

A customer may have several unrelated interests (e.g., buy a book, find a present for a friend) pertaining to the same
catalog. Therefore, PIA maintains a set of interests per customer which are distinguished by name (see classes on the
left of Fig. 1). 

As a first cut, each interest can be described by a (non-empty) set of criteria, for example: 

{(product category, is, convertible car, very important), 
  (price, is not much higher than, (15000, USD), normal), 
  (maximum speed, is more than, (160 km/h), normal), 
  (fuel consumption, is not too high, (), normal), 
  (color, not(is), (yellow), normal), 
  (number of seats, is between, (2, 4), normal) 
  (SRS, is, (present), normal), 
  (GPS, is, (optional), not so important) } 

    In our model, each criterion is expressed by a predicate on an attribute of the desired item(s) with an associated
weight. Each attribute and predicate specified in a criterion has to be defined previously by the maintainer of the
catalog (see Sec. 3.3 and Chapter 4). Each predicate can be negated expressing the fact that the customer is
interested (most) in those items that do not satisfy the predicate. 
    The weight of a criterion is intended to capture the relative importance of a criterion w.r.t. to the other criteria
contributing to the interest. Technically speaking, a weight is a numeric value in the interval [0..1]. In order o simplify
the interaction with customers, weights are denoted by literals chosen from a fixed (small) set of names (e.g., very
important, important, normal, less important, not so important or simply essential, nice to have). 
    Before the exact semantics and properties of predicates, criteria and of the dynamic combination of criteria are
defined in Chapter 4, we have to further refine the notion of a customer interest. 
    A simple "conjunctive" combination of (negated) criteria is sufficient in the early stages of the customer’s decision
making process where he/she is exploring the space of items available and he/she is zooming in or out of the space
by interactively adding or removing criteria or modifying predicate parameters. However, as a result of this refined
understanding, customers tend to formulate alternatives each of which is in turn described by a combination of
(negated) criteria. The decision which alternative is to be pursued further is made by a direct comparison of the items
matching these alternatives. For example, a customer could formulate the alternative to either buy a light-weight laptop
with a long battery lifetime or a fast desktop PC with a 3D graphics accelerator. 
    In PIA, a customer interest can therefore be described as a (non-empty) set of alternatives each consisting of a set
of (negated) criteria. An item can match the customer’s interest if it matches one (or several) of the alternatives. This
"disjunctive" combination of alternatives and the semantics of weights assigned to individual alternatives are described
in Chapter 4. 
    Especially when searching catalogs with large amounts of items, a customer may want to restrict the number of
potentially suitable items returned by the system. Thus, the information assistent provides the possibility to equip a
customer interest either with a cutoff score, returning only those items for which the evaluation results in a score
higher than the cutoff score, or a cutoff size, returning no more than the specified number of items. 
    A possible generalization of our model is to add support for more customer-centered cumulative criteria, like the
ones used in the following statement of interest: 

{(product category, is, car, normal), 
  (performance, is very high, normal), 
  (comfort, is not too low, normal), 
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  (lifetime, is high, important) } 

    These cumulative and qualitative criteria would be based on predicates on numeric domains (without measuring
units) defined by the catalog maintainer. The corresponding attribute values of items in the catalog could either be
provided explicitly for each item or be derived via heuristic functions from other attribute values of the same item.
Formal techniques for relating customer-centered qualitative criteria and product-centered quantitative criteria has
been studied extensively since the mid-eighties in engineering sciences (quality function deployment, house of quality
diagram) [Akao90]. 
    A distinguished property of our model is the fact that the product category is captured as an "ordinary" attribute on a
discrete domain as described in Sec. 3.3. For example, the large number of product categories found in a department
store can be arranged in a hierarchy defined dynamically by the catalog maintainer. An item in a highly specialized
category (e.g., a portable CD player) is also an element all parent categories (e.g. CD player, consumer electronics
device, electrical device, technical product). 
    The intended positive effect of this uniformity is the fact that a customer can combine fuzzy predicates on the
product category attribute with other predicates using weights, negation, conjunctive and disjunctive aggregation
without being constrained by static schema information. Moreover, this uniformity makes it easy to implement catalog
brokers that integrate the contents from several autonomous catalogs. 

3.5 Modeling Mutual Understanding between Customer and Provider

The evaluation of a customer interest, as sketched in the previous section and detailed in the next chapter, leads to a
set of matches which serve as a foundation for the establishment of a mutual understanding between the information
provider and the customer (see classes in the center of Fig 1). Each match integrates an item and a score resulting
from the scoring method of the interest applied to this item. 
    The evaluation may span one or more catalogs and produces a number of matches corresponding to the number of
evaluated items or limited by some cutoff number or cutoff score defined by the user. The sequence of matches
ordered by decreasing score is called an offer. A PIA offer may not only be displayed in the user interface, but it may
also be saved by the customer for subsequent examination, or it may be re-created automatically after fixed time
intervals as the result of a customers subscription. It is also possible to compute cumulative figures (frequency, min,
max, median, ..) over an offer or to perform statistical cluster analysis on the offer. 
    Examining an offer, the customer selects one or several items following her/his personal (subjective) rating. A
decision with regard to a match can be observed only if the customer takes some action. As we abstract from any
follow-up actions outside the field of decision support like e.g. putting a product in a shopping cart, we define that a
decision is taken, if the customer expicitly marks the respective match as valuable. 
    Decisions are administered by the information assistent, because the may provide useful hints on the personal
understanding that a customer may have of an item and on her/his habits formulating interests. The decisions are,
therefore, recursively connected with their preceding interest where they can be used for supporting relevance
feedback functionality [SaMG83] . 
    Another way of deepening the mutual understanding is taking into consideration the personal preferences of users,
particularly those of customers. Each actor has an associated set of preferences (modeled as Strings here) which is
irrelevant for the formalization of our model in this paper. However, in an actual system implementation, preferences
are used to dynamically attach knowledge gained during the interaction with an actor and to make it available to
subsequent interaction steps. These preferences include e.g. preferred measuring units, default attribute values,
notification intervals and GUI layout settings. 

4 Fuzzy Matching between Customer Interests and Catalog Items

In Section 3.4 and in the left-hand part of the UML diagram of Fig. 1 we defined the (abstract) syntax for the customer
interests (=fuzzy queries) by typed trees. In this section, we inductively define the semantics of customer interests by a
query evaluation function which computes a numeric score for a given query tree (i.e., an object of class Interest) and
for a given catalog item based on the item’s properties (its attribute / value bindings) and based on the syntactic
structure of the tree.

In our object-oriented model, the score function is decomposed into (a hierarchy of) score methods defined in the
three classes of the query tree nodes (following the interpreter design pattern described in [GHJV95]). The score for a
given Item i and a given Interest x is thus defined as the value x.score(i) which is computed bottom-up from the scores
of all predicates in the tree applied to i taking fuzzy negations, fuzzy and weighted conjunctions and finally fuzzy and
weighted disjunctions into account.

The evaluation of fuzzy predicates involving negation, disjunction and conjunction is defined in Section 4.3. The
underlying definition and evaluation of simple predicates, i.e. predicates involving only a single attribute of an item is
explained in Section 4.2. Together, these sections define the generic semantics of an implementation of the PIA query
engine which is parameterized by the particular choice of the basic domains and their predicates (technically defined
as class files dynamically linked to the PIA kernel). 

4.1 Capturing Similarity through Numeric Scores

A severe limitation of boolean predicates underlying classical (relational and object-oriented) database models is the
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difficulty to adequately model fuzzy customer interests. For example, a user interested in an item with a price of less
than 100$ would certainly be willing to pay 101$ for an item that matches perfectly all other criteria imposed on the
item. It is therefore common practice in information retrieval and multimedia databases to use numeric scores in the
interval [0,1] to model user interests [Rijs79,SaMG83,Fagi98].

However, different research communities have associated different (partially incompatible) interpretations with the
values returned from such score functions:

The fuzzy set interpretation is based on fuzzy predicates where a fuzzy predicate defines a characteristic function for a
set of values [Zade65,Zi96,Zimm93].The score returned indicates the degree of belongingness of an element to this
set. 

According to the spatial interpretation of numeric scores originally used in text databases [Salt89], a score is computed
indirectly by a distance d in a (multi-dimensional) vector space.

The metric interpetation overcomes the limitations of the spatial interpretation when it comes to non-numeric features
by not requiring a spatial distance (e.g., the euclidian distance) but an arbitrary metric function. The advantages of a
metric interpretation for simimilarity search are discussed, for example, in [CPZ97]. 

An interpretation underlying advanced information retrieval systems [TC92] is the probabilistic interpretation. It
interprets the score returned by a predicate as the probability with which an item matches the interest of the customer.
This interpretation allows even greater freedom in the composition of similarity predicates through "score-combining"
operators than the metric interpretation.

Our goal in the design of the PIA model and system was to allow a maximum freedom in the formulation and
combination of predicates while still preserving a minimum semantic consensus necessary to build a meaningful user
interface, an efficient query evaluator, user profile manager, persistence manager etc. Therefore we constrained the
system to a boolean combination of atomic fuzzy queries. More specifically, we allow n-ary (weighted) disjunctions of
n-ary (weighted) disjunctions which leads to a model that is very similar to the work of [Fagi98]. This "restriction" to
predicates in disjunctive normal form seems reasonable since it goes already well beyond the query capabilities of the
vast majority of query engines found on the web today.

4.2 Definition and Evaluation of Simple Fuzzy Predicates on Numeric, Discrete and Full-Text
Domains

This section describes the semantics of simple predicates which are used by customers as building blocks in
expressions to articulate their personal interests, as explained in Section 3.4. 
    If a customer defines a criterion on an attribute a with domain d, he/she can only make use of predicates defined on
d by the catalog maintainer. For example, it is not allowed to evaluate the numeric predicate is greater than on an
attribute a that takes values of a discrete domain like TV Norm which does not define an order on its elements. This
constraint is enforced already by the PIA front end through simple typing rules. 
    As a consequence of this domain restriction, one can distinguish three kinds of predicates, called numeric, discrete
and full-text predicates and described in more detail below. Their superclass Predicate captures the common
properites of all predicates (see Fig. 1). Each predicate is specified by 

a name (e.g., is, is between, is defined) that has to be unique relative to the domain the predicate is attached to, 
a fixed positive arity n > 0. A predicate with arity 1 is evaluated solely based on the attribute value of an item in
the catalog (e.g., is defined, is as small as possible), and on values attached to the attribute itself (e.g., minimum
attribute value stored in the catalog), 
a vector of domains. The use of a predicate with an arity n > 1 as a criterion requires a vector of n - 1 arguments
to be specified by the customer. The vector of domains restricts the arguments to values of these domains. For
example, the predicate is similar to on the discrete domain TV Norm requires one discrete argument value of the
same domain. 
a score function that takes an item, an attribute a and an argument vector as its arguments and computes a
numeric score. The score indicates whether the attribute a of the item satisfies the predicate according to the
additional arguments. 

   For example, if Length is a numeric domain, a boolean equality predicate can be defined for that domain as follows
using a Java-like syntax for the function definition: 

(is exactly, 2, (Length, Length), 
  float score(Item i, Attribute a, Value[] args) { 
      Value val = i.valueOfAttribute(a); 
      if (val == null) return 0.0; // attribute a not defined for item i 
      if (val.numericValue == args[0].numericValue) return 1.0; 
      return 0.0; } ) 

  The predicate is exactly is defined on the domain Length and requires a second argument of domain Length. The
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function returns the value 0 if the item i does not have an attribute a or if the (numeric) attribute value does not exactly
match the numeric attribute value specified as an argument. Otherwise, the value 1 is returned to indicate an exact
match. 
    As described in Section 3.4, a customer could then use this (parameterized) predicate to express his/her interest in
items that have an exact width of 10 cm and an exact height of 15 cm (assuming that the attribute width and height are
both based on the domain Length): 

{(width, is exactly, (10 cm), normal), 
  (height, is exactly, (15 cm), normal)} 

This way, a predicate can be applied to different attributes and it can also verify whether an item posesses the
indicated attribute at all. 
   The previous example illustrates that standard boolean predicates (=, >, >=, ...) can be captured in our model by
restricting the set of admissible score values returned to elements from the binary set {0,1}. 

    In the following, we illustrate the expressive power and uniformity of the PIA model by giving examples of predicates
on numeric, discrete and full-text domains. 
    We start with a list of generic convex fuzzy predicates on numeric domains: 
  

Predicate Name Vector of Argument Domains 

is known (Domain)

is as large as possible (NumericDomain) 

is (very) large (NumericDomain) 

is average (NumericDomain) 

is (very) small (NumericDomain) 

is as small as possible (NumericDomain) 

is exactly (NumericDomain, NumericDomain)

is approximately (NumericDomain, NumericDomain)

is larger than (NumericDomain, NumericDomain)

is strictly larger than (NumericDomain, NumericDomain)

is smaller than (NumericDomain, NumericDomain)

is strictly smaller than (NumericDomain, NumericDomain)

is exactly between (NumericDomain, NumericDomain,
NumericDomain) 

is between (NumericDomain, NumericDomain,
NumericDomain) 

The handling of null values is a difficult issue in general-purpose database systems due to the ambiguity of the
semantic interpretation of null values and the difficulty of propagating null values through nested boolean expressions.
In our data model, null values can only appear as missing properties of items in the database and have to be handled
explicitly by the scoring function of the predicates (i.e. they are never propagated through expressions). Customers
and catalog maintainers can define tailored predicates to assign specific scores to predicates applied to items that lack
a required attribute. 
    For example, a predicate is probably around assigned to a numeric domain PriceInUSD could be defined as follows
based on the assumption that a missing price attribute in a catalog implies a price above the average value for the
attribute. 

(is probably around, 2, (PriceInUSD, PriceInUSD), 
  float score(Item i, Attribute a, Value[] args) { 
    float x; 
    float y = args[0].numericValue; 
    Value val = i.valueOfAttribute(a); 
    if (val == null}) {x = (a.averageValue + a.maxValue) / 2.0; } 
    else { x = val.numericValue; } 
    return Math.abs(x - y) / (a.maxValue - a.minValue); } ) 

    This example also illustrates that score function despite being attached to domains can also have attribute-specific
semantics, taking into account values attached to the attribute itself (like averageValue, maxValue, the average and
the maximum value defined for this attribute in the catalog). This kind of attribute dependency is especially useful for
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several of the unary predicates that occur at the beginning of a customer’s interaction with the catalog (is large, is as
small as possible). 
    On a discrete domain consisting of a single-rooted hierarchy of values the following predicates can be defined
generically: 

Predicate Name Vector of Argument Domains 

is an exact value (DiscreteDomain)

is vague (DiscreteDomain)

is exactly (DiscreteDomain, DiscreteDomain)

is subsumed by (DiscreteDomain, DiscreteDomain)

subsumes (DiscreteDomain, DiscreteDomain)

is similar to (DiscreteDomain, DiscreteDomain)

is one of (DiscreteDomain, DiscreteDomain[])

is subsumed by one of (DiscreteDomain, DiscreteDomain[])

subsumes one of (DiscreteDomain, DiscreteDomain[])

    In order to define the exact semantics of these predicates we prefer to use the model of fuzzy relations and fuzzy
partitions (as analogues of mathematical relations and partitions derived from mathematical sets) [LaYa93].
    Modern information retrieval engines provide efficient index support to return scores for the following predicates on
full-text domains: 
  

Predicate Name Vector of Argument Domains

is empty (Full-Text Domain)

contains the word (Full-Text Domain, Full-Text Domain)

contains a word starting with (Full-Text Domain, Full-Text Domain)

contains the stemmed word (Full-Text Domain, Full-Text Domain)

contains x near y (Full-Text Domain, Full-Text Domain,
Full-Text Domain)

contains x followed by y not more than k
words apart

(Full-Text Domain, Full-Text Domain,
NumericDomain)

contains a passage of k words which contain
the words x and y

(Full-Text Domain, Full-Text Domain,
NumericDomain)

 

4.3 Definition and Evaluation of Complex Fuzzy Predicates

As explained already in the introduction of this chapter, the score function defining the semantics of a query is
decomposed into (a hierarchy of) score methods defined in the three classes of the query tree nodes The score for a
given Item i and a given Interest x is thus defined as the value x.score(i) which is computed bottom-up from the scores
of all predicates in the tree applied to i taking fuzzy negations, fuzzy and weighted conjunctions and finally fuzzy and
weighted disjunctions into account.

A criterion describes the (possibly negated) application of a predicate onto an attribute. A unary predicate (e.g.
isempty) does not require any further arguments while most predicates (e.g. isApproximately(a) ) can be
parameterized by the customer with additional values.

class Criterion {
Predicate predicate;
Attribute attribute; 
Value[] arguments;
float weight;
bool negated;
float score (Item i) {
   if (negated) {return 1.0 - predicate.score(i, attribute, arguments);}
   else {return predicate.score(i, attribute, arguments);} 
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}

The score method for a criterion is computed by evaluating the score method of the predicate with the given
arguments on the given attribute. For a given score s a negated criterion returns the score 1-s.

A single alternative describes a weighted conjunction of criteria. In the literature one can find a large number of
different aggregation functions that compute a score for a weighted "conjunction" of scores [Miya90,Fagi98]. Some of
these aggregation operators are sensitive to the order of their subterms [Yage88] so that we chose to represent the
subterms by a vector and not by a set.

class Alternative {
Criterion[] criteria;
AndLikeAggregationOperator op;
float weight;
float score (Item i) {
   float[] cs = new float[criteria.size()] ;
   float[] cw = new float[criteria.size()] ;
   for (int j= 0, j< criteria.size(), j++) { 
      c=criteria[j]; 
      cs[j]=c.score(i); 
      cw[j]=c.weight;
   }
   return op(i, cs, cw);
}

The score method for an alternative is computed by evaluating the score method of the criteria and then passing the
results together with the weights of the subterms to the AndLikeAggregationOperator op. [Fagi98] describes desirable
algebraic properties of weighted aggregation operators.

Finally, a customer interest is described as a weighted disjunction of alternatives.The score method for an interest is
computed analogoussly by evaluating the score method of the alternatives and then passing the results together with
the weights of the subterms to the OrLikeAggregationOperator op.

class Interest {
Alternative[] alternatives;
OrLikeAggregationOperator op;
float cutoffScore;
int cutoffSize; 
float score (Item i) {
   float[] as = new float[alternatives.size()] ;
   float[] aw = new float[alternatives.size()] ;
   for (int j= 0, j< alternatives.size(), j++) { 
      a=alternatives[j]; 
      as[j]=a.score(i); 
      aw[j]=a.weight;
   }
   return op(i, as, aw);
}  

5 The PIA Software Architecture

The core of the PIA system, formally described in Chapter 3 and 4, has been prototypically implemented in Java. This
chapter shortly explains the framework architecture of the system, relying on the capabilities of specialized
components, which have either already been implemented or for which concrete algorithms have been designed (see
section 5.1). The second part of this chapter is dedicated to the PIA user interfaces, which reflect the interactive and
adaptable character of the system (see section 5.2). 

5.1 Architectural Overview
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Figure 3: Overview of the PIA software architecture

The PIA object model serves as a framework for different query evaluation strategies, implementations of numeric
scoring functions, and persistent storage technologies for semistructured data (see Fig. 3). In this paper, we
intentionally do not target the implementation of these components, which are critical for both query efficiency and
effectiveness, but instead rely on already existing solutions referred to in chapter 4. The object model itself defines a
clear-cut interface to these components which enables the smooth integration of supporting technology. 

In the current state of our project, the PIA system is run as a Java Swing application communicating via RMI with the
server containing the object-oriented catalog model. Other implementations based on Java applet or servlet
technology are also imaginable and could be realized with little effort. Catalog data is imported via an XML import filter
and can also be exported into XML files. Although, from our point of view, XML is suitable for the representation of
objects in a personal information assistent, we still plan to realize filters for other well-accepted exchange formats, too.

5.2 Interaction with the System

    The prototype’s user interface is implemented by the use of the Java Foundation Classes (JFC, also known as
Swing). The large number of graphical components available in Swing eases the task of giving the interface a clear,
understandable structure which is essential for non-expert users of a personal information assistent. 

 

Figure 4: The interactive query interface for PIA customers (screen dumps will be translated)

Taking the viewpoint of a PIA customer first, one can detect four large icons on the left side of the window, allowing the
user to decide between four different activities. He/she can formulate an interest, evaluate this interest, change his/her
personal preferences, or subscribe for periodical notifications on special offers according to his/her interests. These
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icons remain visible throughout the customer’s session. Providers and maintainers are faced with similar activity
panels representing their specific activities with the PIA system (see later Figures). 

During a session, the information assistent stays in close interaction with the customer (and all other users). It
provides e.g. tool tip information for the different graphical components that can be used. Furthermore, a status line at
the bottom of the window displays messages important for the current state of usage (e.g. number of items matching
the current query). 

Formulating the query (see Fig. 4), the customer is being equipped with information on the catalog. In the table next to
the activity panel, all the attributes currently available in the catalog are displayed together with the frequency by which
they appear. In this way, the customer is able to estimate how effective the choice of a certain property in the
formulation of his/her interest can be with respect to the current catalog contents. The current interest can be seen on
the right of the window, where the desired criteria are shown together with their weight. The interest can be extended
by clicking on one of the attributes in the attribute table on the left. As a result, an editor window opens. The customer
now can choose one of the predicates available for the attribute’s domain and afterwards enter the necessary
argument values. As soon as he/she has finished, the new property will appear in the panel on the right. The status
line is updated, now stating the number of items which would be retrieved from the catalog for the current interest, so
that the customer knows how effective the query would be. The customer may now decide to refine the interest or to
evaluate it. Evaluation is triggered by pressing the respective button in the activity panel. 

 

Figure 5: An interactive evaluation interface for PIA customers (screen dumps will be translated)

The evaluation returns a list of items ranked by their relevance for the interest (see Fig. 5). Each item is connected
with a link leading to the URL containing the detailed item description. In this way, the customer is offered a quick
access to generic decision support as expected from a personal information assistent. Using URLs here guarantees
that the descriptions can also be stored and updated by the information provider, who, in many cases, owns the
deeper understanding of the objects’ semantics. Having inspected the list of results, the customer may decide to
reformulate his/her interest, which he can simply do by pressing the query button on the left again. The program then
returns to the query window, still showing the inerest formulated before. Of course, both the formulation and the
evaluation of interests are also accessible for catalog maintainers and information providers. 

The window for browsing and updating personal preferences can be reached by pressing the third button in the activity
panel. Here, the customer is offered a tabbed pane consisting of different cards for different kinds of preferences.
Among others, it is possible to choose preferred measuring units for domains or to view, refine or delete stored
interests. 

Modalities for periodical notification on new offers can be settled by pressing the last button on the activity panel. The
customer has the choice between two different kinds of subscription. On the one hand, he/she can receive a general
list of special offers generated from time to time for all PIA customers. On the other hand, he/she can subscribe to
offers according to his own special interests stored witin the system. 
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Figure 6: An interactive interface for PIA maintainers (screen dumps will be translated)

The major task of PIA catalog maintainers is to keep the domains and attributes within the system in a state adequate
to the needs of customers and providers. Thus, the maintainer’s activity panel includes three buttons for browsing and
updating discrete, full-text and numeric domains, as well as one button for the maintenance of attributes (see Fig. 6).
The structure of the windows hiding behind these buttons is always very similar. The maintainer can choose one
domain or attribute respectively from the table in the upper part of the window. Clicking on the desired line opens an
editor window below the table. This editor window allows to change the characteristics of domains and of attributes.
For example, the maintainer can change the name of a domain, rearrange its value space, or add or delete predicates.
He/she hereby is restricted to updates allowed by the system. In this way, a kind of type checking according to the PIA
object model is realized. 

 

Figure 7: An interactive interface for PIA providers (screen dumps will be translated)

Although PIA information providers would usually not type in product information item by item, they are still offered an
interface of their own, which can be especially practical in cases, when some incorrect information has come into the
catalog before, via some import filter. The provider then has the opportunity to bring the catalog back to a consistent
state. That is why the provider’s activity panel compared with the customer’s panel is extended by only one button,
leading to a window, the upper part of which displays all items of the provider currently contained within the catalog.
Clicking on an item with the right mouse button opens a pulldown menu, allowing to delete or copy items. Using the left
mouse button opens an item editor in the lower part of the window, where the provider can change the properties of
the respective item, according to the rules made up by the catalog maintainer and by the PIA object model itself. 

6. Concluding Remarks

This paper does not propose yet another fuzzy query model or fuzzy predicate semantics but it defines the syntax and
semantics of a generic framework for the implementation of interactive catalogs which do not require information
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providers to adhere to a strict data model and which allow customers to combine in an intuitive and flexible way fuzzy
predicates over numeric, discrete and full-text domains.

With our initial implementation of the query engine we target small to medium-sized corporate catalogs (up to 10^4
items with up to 10^2 attributes) where a semi-naive evaluation strategy suffices to yield acceptable interactive system
performance in single-user mode. In this scenario, usability and flexibility of the interactive query interface are more
important than raw query execution speed. We closely follow recent developments in database research on optimized
access to semi-structured data [Abit97, Clue97], on similarity indexing [CPZ97] and on fuzzy query evaluation
techniques [Fagi98] which may provide significant potential for query evaluation improvements.

Our model and system architecture has been influenced heavily by our experience gained in building interactive web
catalogs (e.g. electronic marketplaces for classified ads [Tycoon AdBase 99]) and we are currently transfering results
of this research back into industrial projects with partners from the German media industry.
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